
TELUS Fleet Complete; 
solutions for Electronic Logging Device (ELD) 
and Hours of Service (HoS) compliancy

New US and Canadian Electronic Logging Device laws are on the horizon.
Get ahead of them now to ensure Hours of Service (HoS) compliancy.

To ensure optimal driver and overall road safety, the Government of Canada is on the way to requiring an Electronic Logging 
Device (ELD) in every vehicle operated by federally regulated carriers. The US is already there; if your vehicles cross the border or 
operate in the US, they will require an ELD by December 18, 2017.

By equipping your vehicles with the TELUS Fleet Complete ELD solution, you can get ahead of the new regulations and ensure HoS 
compliancy while also taking advantage of other safety, efficiency and cost-saving benefits.

Start improving driver safety and your bottom line today.

TELUS Fleet Complete Hours of Service helps you:

Connect with us today. Contact your TELUS Sales Executive, 
visit telus.com/hos or call 1-877-352-0898 to learn more.
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■ Comply with 11 Canadian and US state/province and cross-
border rules; the solution is updated regularly by a dedicated 
specialist team, making it easier and less costly for you to 
be in full compliance

■ Stay audit-ready at all times with access to accurate, up-to-
date HoS data including driver logs and additional summary 
reports (drive time, events, violations and mileage)

■ Maintain completely tamper-proof logs that are flexible 
enough to allow drivers to make log adjustments with 
specific reason codes, storing both log copies for reference.

■ Alert drivers of upcoming HoS violations by providing 
warnings at measured intervals. Warnings can be overridden 
with a reason code that is automatically logged in the 
driver’s record and submitted to management.

Give your fleet the early advantage.
Instead of waiting for new regulations to take effect, you can adopt HoS technology today, at a pace that suits your fleet and your 
organization. You will start seeing benefits earlier and your business decisions will not be driven by government timelines.

The TELUS Fleet Complete ELD solution automatically tracks your vehicles and your drivers’ hours of operation in an electronic log. 
It works by integrating with each vehicle’s engine control module (ECM) to capture engine power, vehicle motion status, miles driven 
and engine hours, as required by the ELD legislation. 

The solution not only delivers accurate log-keeping of each driver’s hours of service, but also significantly decreases the amount of 
time drivers spend on time-consuming and error-prone manual paperwork.  Additionally, it prevents inaccurate reporting and on-road 
fatigue, ultimately increasing the safety of your drivers and that of others on the road.    

■ Eliminate driver status errors by automatically updating the 
driver’s duty status to “Driving” when movement over 2 km/h 
is detected.

■ Simplify Driver Vehicle Inspection Report (DVIR) by allowing 
drivers to perform pre- and post-trip vehicle inspections to log 
any minor or major defects.

■ Avoid expenditures on proprietary devices; simply download 
the TELUS Fleet Complete app onto your drivers’ existing 
Android and iPhone devices.

■ Share logs with other smartphone apps such as email, printer 
and Dropbox for maximum productivity.

■ Keep vehicles in optimal condition with timely maintenance 
alerts, reducing hefty repair costs and vehicle downtime. 

■ Ensure drivers stay focused on the road with the included 
Bluetooth technology


